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ABSTRACT 

An analytical model is devised for Investigating the flow Immediately 

Behind the normal shock which stands in the throat of the conical shock 

diffuser of a hypersonic wind tunnel. 

A method is developed for calculating the flow properties, specifically 

the static and total pressures, for the case of large heat losses to the 

wall. An example is worked out to illustrate the method and some typical 

results* 
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INTRODUCTION 

Several considerations in the design of a hypersonic wind tunnel 

require a knowledge of the static and total pressures at various sections 

between the test section and the exhaust tank. 

First, steady conditions must he achieved and maintained In the test 

section for as long as possible, and this time (the '"running time") must 

be known. In order to achieve steady conditions in the test section at 

all, the flow must be choked at a point downstream from the test section 

so that the test section will be isolated from the changing conditions 

in the exhaust tank. 

Since the ratio of such a choking area to the test section area de¬ 

pends on the ratio between the total pressures at these two sections, the 

behavior of the toted pressures must be known to insure choking at the 

proper section. In order to calculate the running time, the "critical 

back pressure" (the maximum exhaust tank pressure for choked flow) must 

be known. This is because the running time is the length of time taken 

for the back pressure to increase (as mass flows into the closed tank) 

from its initial value (which is fixed by vacuum limitations) to the 

critical back pressure. 

Second, it is desirable to maximize the test section Mach Number 

and area. This implies the test section should be minimized, since the 

test section mass flow density and temperature are fixed by other con¬ 

siderations. To what extent this pressure minimization is possible de¬ 

pends on the ratio of the total pressure in the test section to that in 

the exhaust tank. 

Third, for comparative purposes, the diffuser efficiency should be 

calculated. This factor also depends on the ratio of the total pressure 
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in the test section to that in the exhaust tank* This ratio is called 

the "pressure recovery" of the diffuser. 
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ILLUSTRATION 

Axially Symmetric 
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NOTATION 

A cross-sectional area 

c local acoustic velocity 

cf skin friction coefficient, (Fanning factor) 

0^ constant pressure specific heat 

c^ constant volume specific heat 

°C degrees Centigrade 

D diameter of circular cross-section or hydraulic diameter of annular 

cross-section , ^ fywP ~ " A' 

inside diameter of annular cross-section 

DQ outside diameter of annular cross-section 

f pipe friction factor, ^ (d'Arcy factor) 

°F degrees Falrrenheit 

G mass flow density, 

p 
g standard acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec 

lb -ft 
g dimensional constant (unit conversion factor), 32.2 —_ 

lb .-sec2 

h enthalpy/unit mass 
1 

H convective heat transfer coefficient 

k specific heat ratio, C^/C^ 

°K degrees Kelvin 

J length, along duct axis, or a particular region, Xg - x^ 

M local Mach Number, /c 

Nu Nusselt Number, HD/A 

P Pressure 

WP wetted perimeter 

Pr Prandtl Number, ^ 



q heat added/unit mass 

r recovery factor, T&W-T/TO-T 

R gas constant, 386 lb ft/lb -°R for helium r in. 

°R degrees Rankine 

Re Reynolds Number, 

S Stanton Number 

s entropy/unit mass 

t time 

t running time of test 

T temperature 

vail temperature 

Taw adiabatic vail temperature 

u internal energy/unit mass 

V volume of exhaust tank 

v external vork perfoimed/unit mass 

x displacement along duct axis 

z non-dimensional displacement, x// 

«=< ratio of total temperature to static temperature, Tq/T 

£ 1 + kM2 

X 1 - M2 

^ diameter ratio in an annular cross-section, D^/DQ 

X thermal conductivity 

/>- dynamic viscosity 

0 semi-cone angle of rear of diffuser plug 

O vorticity factor, S/S° = f/f° 

OJ mass flov rate 

P mass density 



G non-dimensional temperature, T/Tw 

T shearing stress at wall w 
/i/' flow velocity 

( ) total (stagnation) conditions 

( ) mean value, at a given cross-section 

( ) conditions just upstream of a shock wave 

( ) conditions just downstream of a shock wave 
y 

( )# nominal value 

( )* state at which the Mach Number is unity 

( / first approximation, in an iterative analysis 

( ) mean value, in a given region 

cl( ) exact differential 

/( ) inexact differential 

- defined as 

s identically equal 

oC proportional 

~ in the order of 

« approximately equal 
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THE PROBLEM 

The problem under consideration is purely theoretical. However, it 

is made to correspond as closely as possible to the related physical prob¬ 

lem pertaining to the hypersonic wind tunnel of the Rice Institute 

Mechanical Engineering Department. This correlation is affected by three 

means. First, a similar configuration is adopted. Second, the analysis 

employs the proper numerical values where dictated by other considera¬ 

tions. And third, use is made of results of preliminary observations 

made on the wind tunnel itself. 

Before the present problem is described in detail, the important gen¬ 

eral. features of the wind tunnel will be outlined. The wind tupnel in 

question is a blowdown-type tunnel, but running times are in the order of 

several seconds. The entire system can be considered to consist of four 

regions. First, at stagnation pressure the gas is transformed into a 

plasma by passing an electric arc through it. Second, the gas is accel¬ 

erated to hypersonic velocity by a specially designed converging-diverging 

nozzle, [Ref. 2 ]. Third, the gas is passed into the test section as a 

free jet. Fourth, the flow is passed through a conical shock diffuser, 

is decelerated, cooled, and exhausted into a large capacity vacuum tank. 

The present problem is concerned with the behavior of the flow prop¬ 

erties, specifically the static and total pressures, from the section 

Just behind the normal shock (which stands in the diffuser throat) to the 

exhaust tank. In order to accomplish this, the behavior of the static 

and total temperature, the Mach Number, the mass flow density, and the 

Reynolds Number, must also be determined. 

In the annular passage behind the normal shock [(D) to (C) ], the 

flow is cooled to around the ambient temperature as it is decelerated. 
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In the enlarging passage, [(C) to (S)], the flow is smoothed and further 

decelerated. In the choking region [(S) to (V)], the flow is first 

accelerated to sonic velocity (l.e., becomes "choked") and then decelerated 

and passed into a constant area duct at (V). This choking section corres¬ 

ponds physically to a valve which opens just as the test begins. The 

valve constriction (*) is used as the choking section because in the 

physical case, (l) it has a fixed area, and (2) it has the smallest area 

of any section between the test section and the exhaust tank. From the 

valve outlet (V), the flow is passed into a constant area duct, through 

the duct exit (E), and into the exhaust tank (B). 
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GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 

In this problem, simplifying assumptions must he made In order to 

achieve an analytical solution. It vas felt that a tabulation of these 

general assumptions, vith a discussion of their validity, would increase 

the utility of this analysis. The assumptions for which no discussion is 

offered must be considered to define the special case for which a solu¬ 

tion is presented. 

1. The working fluid is assumed to satisfy the conditions required by 

simple kinetic theory namely [Ref's 5> 7> and ll): 

(a) When in equilibrium, the gas molecules are all alike, 

(b) Newton's Laws of Motion govern their movement, 

(c) The molecules behave as perfectly rigid, elastic spheres, 

(d) The diameter of the spheres is very small compared to the mean 

distance between them, so that the space occupied by the molecules 

is negligible, 

(e) No appreciable attractive or repulsive forces are exerted by 

the molecules on each other or on their container, 

(f) All energy other than translational energy is negligible; 

i.e., no internal motions: 

(i) no rotational energy of molecule 

(ii) no vibration between atoms in molecule 

(iii) no electronic re-arrangement. 

Obviously, for a monatomic gas, (i) and (ii) are perfectly satis¬ 

fied. 

It is interesting to compare the simple kinetic theory assumption 

to the ideal gas assumption, the latter requiring that: (l) the Perfect 

Gas Law holds, and (2) the internal energy is a function of temperature 
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only. From the results of simple kinetic theory [Eq's 1 (a,b)] It can be 

seen that the ideal gas assumption is a necessary but not a sufficient 

condition for the simple kinetic theory assumption. 

Since the vlnd tunnel to which this analysis applies uses helium, an 

inert, monatomic gas, the conditions of simple kinetic theory core met as 

well as practically possible, provided the temperature is properly limited, 

(i.e., to the range of temperature in which negligible ionization occurs). 

According to Fowler [Ref. 73# "The energy step associated with the change 

from the nonnal state to the nearest excited state occurs at l8,000°R 

for nearly all atoms capable of existing in the free state." Therefore, 

as long as the analysis is limited to temperature below l8,000°R, the 

simple kinetic theory assumption should yield valid results. 

The simplicity and accuracy of the Perfect Gas Law makes it the 

best choice (in this problem) for the equation of state, regardless of 

whether the other results of simple kinetic theory are employed. However, 

since the other results of the theory are employed, the errors thereby 

inctarred will be more consistent. 

2. It is assumed throughout the problem that the one-dimensional approxi¬ 

mation for flow analysis is valid. According to Shapiro [Ref. 15], the 

conditions for this approximation are: 

(a) The percentage change of cross-sectional area, with respect to 

displacement along duct axis, must be small (or zero). We can always 

design the configuration such that this condition is satisfied. 

(b) The radius of curvature of the duct axis must be small compared 

to the duct diameter. Since the duct axis is straight in this problem, 

this condition is satisfied perfectly. 

(c) The shapes of the velocity and temperature profiles moist remain 
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approximately unchanged from section to section along the duct axis. 

3. The flow is assumed to choke instantaneously upon starting; there¬ 

fore, steady conditions apply throughout the problem in all regions up¬ 

stream from the choking section [Illus. (*)]. As mentioned before, since 

the wind tunnel is of the blowdown type with a running time in the order 

of several seconds, the time elapsed in establishing choked flow is 

exceedingly small compared to the length of a test run. 

h. It is assumed that a conical shock diffuser can be designed such 

that the starting shock can be swallowed, and the normal shock will 

stand Just behind the diffuser throat. It is also assumed that the coni¬ 

cal shocks are sufficiently weak for the entropy increases across them 

to be negligible. This, then, permits the assumption that the flow is 

isentropic from the test section (T) to the section Immediately in front 

of the normal shock (U). 

5* For an infinite upstream Mach Number, it is assumed that in spite of 

imperfect gas effects encountered in a strong shock, normal shock rela¬ 

tions are valid for calculating both the downstream Mach Number and the 

ratio of diffuser throat area to test section area. This assumption 

should be permissible since, accdrding to normal shock relations 

[Eq.’s2(o,p,q,r)] both the downstream Mach Number and this particular 

area ratio approach finite limits as the upstream Mach Number becomes in¬ 

finite. 

6. The temperature immediately behind the normal shock [section (D)] is 

assumed to be l8,000°R. This is based on the work of Martinez [Ref. 12], 

which indicates that the temperature at any measurable distance behind a 

shock wave will not exceed a certain characteristic temperature which 

depends on the gas. For helium, this characteristic temperature is 
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l8,000°R (see General Assumptions, part l). 

7. It is assumed that the hydraulic diameter can he substituted for the 

circular diameter in the appropriate equations vhere applied in non-circu¬ 

lar regions throughout the problems. [Ref.'s 4 and 13]. 

8. It is assumed that heat can be transferred away from the duct wall 

sufficiently fast to maintain a constant wall temperature. Since the en¬ 

tire system is at the ambient (room) temperature at the beginning of a 

test run, the wall temperature is taken to be constant at 80°F (540°R) 

throughout the problem. This assumption is based on two factors. First, 

this permits an important simplification of the heat transfer relation¬ 

ships. Second, this assumption would be least likely to hold in a region 

where the heat transfer rate is high, i.e., just behind the shock. How¬ 

ever, the effects of the large fluid-to-wall temperature differential 

which produces the high heat transfer rate in such a region will tend to 

dominate any effects of a change in wall temperature. 

9» Heat transfer by radiation is assumed to be negligible in all regions 

behind the normal shock, thus defining a special case. Including radia¬ 

tion heat transfer would increase the rate at which heat is extracted 

from the flow. This would, in turn, reduce the length of duct necessary 

to cool the flow to around the ambient temperature, thereby reducing fric¬ 

tion losses. Both the increase in the heat transfer rate and the decrease 

in friction losses tend to retard the decrease in total pressure [Eq. 

2(k)], thus increasing the efficiency of the diffuser. Therefore, neg¬ 

lecting radiation is a conservative assumption. 

10. The flow in the region just behind the normal shock [(D) to (C)] 

is assumed to be fully developed turbulent flow in the continum region, 

due to shock induced turbulence. This is based on the work of Martinez 
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[Ref. 12] and Beckmann [Ref. 3l> and will be discussed more completely 

where appropriate in The Analysis. 

11. The arithmetic mean film temperature is vised for the evaluation of 

all transport properties. This is based on a formula recently presented 

by Eckert [Ref. 6], which has been modified for use in this analysis 

(App. 5). 

12. The working fluid is assumed to have a constant molecular weight. 

This also defines a special case. 
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THE ANALYSIS 

It was felt that the utility, continuity, and clarity of the analysis 

would he greatly improved by relegating to the Appendix the development 

of many supporting elements. Therefore the equations used in this sec¬ 

tion have been derived (and/or modified) and cataloged in the Appendix. 

In addition, certain slmplficatlons and approximations have been pre¬ 

sented in the Appendix, along with any secondary developments that would 

impede the reader's progress. 

In order to obtain a solution to this problem, many "specific" 

assumptions (those applying only in a specific region) must be made, in 

addition to the general assumptions already tabulated. Thus a general 

solution was out of the question. However, it was felt that the working 

out of a typical example would be easier to follow and would offer a 

"feeling" for the numbers involved. The opportunities for modification 

or extrapolation of the analysis and its results at least partially make 

up for this loss of generality. 

Therefore, such an example is worked out, using a region-by-region 

analysis. The specific assumptions will be discussed as they are employed. 

Frequent reference is made to the illustration, to the equation catalog 

in the Appendix, and to the list of symbols. 

It should be noted that this is a steady flow analysis, resulting in 

a constant mass flow rate (oo). Actually, this is only true upstream 

from the choking section (*). However, steady conditions are also assumed 

downstream from the choking section since, in this problem, the exhaust 

tank (or back) pressure is considered to be constant at the "critical 

back pressure" (the pressure in the tank at which the flow velocity in 

the choking section is no longer sonic). 
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Determination of Test Section Quantities (T) 

Although the problem does not Include the normal shock or any region 

upstream from it, several of the given quantities are test section values, 

and therefore, all test section values must be calculated in order to pro¬ 

ceed to the actual beginning section: i.e., that section immediately be¬ 

hind the normal shock (D). 

The given values in this problem are: 

My = 40 (vith a special exception) 

co* = 1 gm/sec 

DT = 
D
O a D — D = D 

oc 3 v D£ = 3 inches 

TT = 430°R 

TD » l8,000°R 

- 80°F « 54O°R 

R = 386 ft-lb^/°R-lb = constant r m 

The area determines the mass flov density: 

Ap " f DT
2 " ? ( -250)2 " °*ok9° ft2 
11 lb 

°T- % ■ 5* 0^0 ■ °-^ ^T- 

The static pressure can now be found from Eq. 3(c): 

P - HE? a / 3T <9.<gyr^ A?g>7 

rr ~ 4*3* # 32.2 

J*T - O.o62!r ps-fa. 

The ratio of total temperature to static temperature can be found from 

Eq, 2<q): 

75, - /+ = j+ = rjv, 
v <5 TT 

which leads to 

%T - <><T TT » =- J3 0}ooo V>. 
From Eq, 2(h), the total pressure is determined 

Po " PT °< " °»o625 (53^)5^2 - 412,000 psfor. 
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Therefore, the test section values are: 

DT = 0.250 ft 

A_ = 0.0^90 ft2 

lb 
G = 0.0450 — ^ 

sec-ft 

Hp = 4o 

^ = 534 

TT = 430
8
R 

TOT = 230,OOO°R 

P^, = 0.0625 psfa 

PoT = 412,000 psfa. 
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Determination of Quantities Trnmedlately 

Downstream from the Normal Shock (D) - 

In order that the configuration von't he a limiting factor In design¬ 

ing for a maximum test section Mach Number, the Mach Number Immediately 

behind the shock and the ratio of diffuser throat area to test section 

area are calculated on the basis of an infinite test section Mach Num¬ 

ber. Therefore Mp
2
 = l/5 from Eq. 2(q) . and ^ = 0.700 from Eq. 2(r). 

Using Eq.'s 7(d) and 7(t), the annular diameter ratio is 

4 4
 (PAX * //- 4AT = //- 

and the hydraulic diameter is 

DD = D^ (1 - 4) = 0.250 (1 - 0.5W) = 0.1130 ft. 

Also, AJJ = XAJJ/\) Aj = 0.700 (0.0490) - 0.0343 ft2, 

leading to 

lb 

°D " AJJ " O.0343 °*o6If3 2 
sec-ft 

From Eq. 2(c) 

and the assumption that TD = l8,000°R leads to 

7TP - T* - /.o<7 0r,ooo) = ir,16o V?. 
Eq. 3(c) gives the static pressure: 

P ^ [W fn = 2. sr Uo<¥3)J/*o*o' 
* 1 *2' % JO.Z<od 

PD «= 51.3 psfa. 

Eq. 2(h) then gives the total pressure: 

F0t> r/, 3(/.oss7fx~ r/iJpsA. 

The non-dimensional temperatures are 

4 ry£, = ~ 33. * 

and <90t>=- ~ 
= IS'.d . 
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Finally, Eg. 8(a) (plus App. 6) gives the Reynold's Number: 

= <£„ A» / _ (a. //JO) } 

** B Jr*/z + /' 7.*f0°~7)js’99k' J33.V + /' 

Thus the values at (D) are: 

AjjAp = °*7°° 
= 0.548 

DD = 0.1130 ft. 

AJJ = 0.0343 ft2 

GD = 0.0643 l*m 

MQ - Jl/5 - 0.447 

* 16/15 = 1.0667 

TD - l8,000°R 

TOD = 19,200°R 

®D - 33.4 

0oD = 35.6 

PD • 51.3 psfa 

PoD - 59*3 psfa 

ReD - 98.O. 
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Flov in the Cooling Region: Determination of Quantities 
at TcT: 

This is the most crucial region in the analysis, since the fluid, 

having Just passed through a strong normal shock, must be cooled from an 

extremely high temperature (~ l8,000°R) to around room temperature in a 

few diameters length (~ 5)* 

Although the Reynolds Numbers are sufficiently low (< 400) to indicate 

laminar flow in this region, the normal shock induces considerable tur¬ 

bulence, so that the flow exhibits turbulent characteristics for a 

significant distance downstream [Ref.'s 3 and 12]. 

This shock induced turbulence is accounted for by introducing a 

"vorticity factor" (O) which is taken to be 20, by an assumed analogy 

with Beckmann's problem [Ref. 3]• This vorticity factor multiplies both 

the friction factor and the convective heat transfer coefficient (and 

therefore the Nusselt and Stanton Numbers). 

Throughout this region, the cross-section is annular and the area is 

constant, (in the physical application, the diffuser throat area (Ap) is 

made slightly less than the cross-sectional area in the cooling region 

downstream in order to insure that the normal shock remains in the 

diffuser throat). 

It is immediately obvious that 

A
c = AJ) = 0.03^3 ft

2 

^c ~ ~ °*51*8 lb 
m 

and therefore, G = G_ = 0.0643 -.2 
c JU S6c*ni 

Now, selecting a value for the static temperature at (C), and non-dimen- 

sionalizing by dividing through by the wall temperature which is 

assumed constant, 
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0 = 
c 

Tc. 
'&w = 1.1, (implying that Tc = 594*1?) 

from which a mean Reynolds Number can be calculated [Eq. 8(b)]; 

ReUc * fi. 
_ /&» *■ /' x> ± + i' +! T? — / **-»> + l Z> 

+ / r&nr-r^T 

r- , , h?.¥+ t‘ 
Pp S- £..( — {? ?, o} 

Dc J3TV77 - plTT ( y 

EeDc " l82*3 ‘ 

Using this mean Reynolds Number and the von Karman Modification of the 

Prandtl Analogy [Eq. 9(b) ] to evaluate the mean Stanton Number: 

a = Uo) o.t>3 fs Or 2.?) 
/ - <2 *sr? (X*t>J',/e /- O. *??(/?*, j)“# ■ 

s = n 5° = 
£>C Z> C 

= O. 3£f . 

Using this mean Reynolds Number and the von Karman-Nikuradse Formula 

[Eq. 10(c)] to evaluate the mean friction factor, 

/c - 
//r / /r 

Jh? 1 M, /n, 3 (o. srs) 

therefore 

L 2. : sv J «?»5"7 

L - nC « jo(/!ZT - 

X 
(e.jsry) 

O. 3 TV , 

x’.r/ . 

Since this is an iterative process, a rough plot of the von Karman- 

Nikuradse Formula [Eq. 10(b)] gives a sufficiently good first approxima¬ 

tion (in this example, Re^ = 182.3 impliesJf"'= 0.355) that very few 

repititions are required for convergence. 

Now -4?- = (—C=r\ can be calculated, 

W1" li(d.'328) 1-913' 
It should be noted that the assumption of Reynolds Analogy (Pr=l), rather 
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than the von Karman Modification of the Prandtl Analogy would have re¬ 

sulted. in 
ltC C 

f f f 0 
T& s W * “5 = 2‘ 

Now, drawing heavily on Section 12 of the Appendix, and taking as a 

rough approximation <=»</ = (j/r)t — / > the ratio of total 

pressures can he found, [Eq. 12(d)] i 

/- 

<PA. 
r- -/- Z \l* lu/) 

'Po, 
'= 

Eq. 12(e) now gives 

**'« 6#'-f^ 

(to 
tf*' = O.OOYYO, 

leading to [Eq. 2(c)]: 

= /v = // /. <007^^7. 
Now correcting, 

<30 Poi 
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/?*'= (0jr /?;' ('■ooy<'7f 0.007*0 

/?*" = a. oorf 7 , 

vhich gives: 

^ /* =T /'OOAY?7 f 

0O2 - -<r = // (/.aoir) = //o*7*r . 
One further correction can now he made by using these values in Eq. 12(d) 

giving: 

fc) * 

leading to: 

-4K = <2. P® / . 
/ 

Eq. 12(d) now gives: 

*■ ■ fe)' "■ 

- «».„,„r 

/£ = 0.007??, 

p' 
/ ot/ 

/ 

✓// ir 

Ac' 

/OQjy?7 

/,00*Y<7 
O.007Y? 

leading to: 

* / 

and finally: 
3 

& = c>? c 

/ ^ OJ12Z24-. =. /t007Yf 

/.007Y? (/./) = /./077. 
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The length of the passage necessary to cool the flow to the specified 

static temperature (© = l.l) can now "be found using Eq. ll(c): 

Z> c- 
= f4r) - —r ® 

/ 
* 5. 

JL 
<3>c- / <t(p.3zr) AW?-/ 

Ul T) ~ V. V 3 . 
XZ>C 

Writing the result in a different manner [Eq. 7(b)], 

-Iff = ■§? - ^sO-o.s-rf) 

(irL = ^ ‘ 

and, 

Now the total temperature and total pressure can he found, 

- <^>t Tw = /./7(s-yo) =■ ? 

* (<o.?o/) S'?.? = ^r^x/r. 
The static pressure is given by Eq. 2(h): 

Pc - ^ = VP r (/.*&??} ~ ?P.z )>:/*. 

The Reynolds Number is given by Eq. 8(h): 

/r4r 'teD“/%rr! Re 

Therefore, the values at (C) are: 

■ 0.548 $ c 

Ac 

G 
c 

Me 

0.0343 ft* 

0.0643 
lb 
m 

cxr 

<y»=/V 

sec-ft 

= /MC
2'= /o.00746 = 0.0864 

= 1.00249 

- 2.00 

= 594°R 
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To. 
6 

= 596°R 

e = l.l 
c 

©o 
c 

= 1.1027 

Pc * 47.2 psfa 

Po 
c 

*» 47*5 psfa 

Re - 397. 
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Flov in the Smoothing Region: Determination of Quantities at (S)- 

In this region, the cross-section is annular with the outer annular 

diameter constant and equal to the test section diameter. The inner 

annular diameter decreases linearly with displacement along the duct 

axis and finally becomes zero at section (S ). 

This increase in area tends to smooth and stabilize the flow. Al¬ 

though the turbulence induced by the shock is decreased, in the absence 

of better knowledge the vorticity factor is assumed constant and equal 

to 20 as in the cooling region. In this example, the value of the 

semi-vertex angle (0) at the rear of the diffuser plug is taken to be 5° 

Since the outer annular area as (S) is the same as the test section area 

and since the inner annular diameter at (S) is zero, 

Ag = AT = 0.01*0 ft2 , 

lb 
and G = G_ = 0.0450 — 5  

8 1 sec-ft 

A first approximation. for the mean Reynolds Number results from 

assuming the flow to be isotheimal in this region. Therefore, Eq. 8(b) 

gives: 

Re cs 
(1 + lWc p. HQ.5W 
1 + 41/. + /.) 1 + £/_ Rc 1+0*274 397 

Re = 48l. cs 
Eq. 9(b) then gives the approximate mean Stanton Number: 

_ Q 0,03 (x*. CS 3 
^ Se* /- y/r 

s / _ (xo) 
c* /-£>.<$-? C9P/) 

S's - o.ZYY . 
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Now the approximate total temperature can "be found from Eq. ll(d): 

/ 
&c 

/ , / / \xfatry 0.2VY 
/ +- (/ /OZ7 - /) (/-a.sryr/ 

= /. Oo/i / 3 . 

Therefore, 

_ / €>0/1/3 s\ 9$ y 

/./0 2 7 ' * 

For low Mach Numbers (M2^ M 2 = 0.0864) the difference "between the total 

temperature and the static temperature is sufficiently small 

(To - T X 2°R), that negligible error is introduced by calculating the 
c c 

mean Reynolds Number in the following manner, [Eq. 8(b)] 

-=—  JOc +~ / z> ' 
cs Jo~rr + /oJT7 cr 

2 J^OC. f' /' -p ' 

Re X 
^ 1/./Q27 t- / 

cs J/J027 -H/' + //, 00/2. + / 

Re ^ 1*S7* 
cs 

This value is so near the first approximate value that the mean 

Stanton Number, and therefore the total temperature (0os), would be un¬ 

changed by an iteration using this corrected value. The mean friction 
I I 

factor is given by Eq. 10(c) using /e\ - 0.0823 as a first approxima¬ 

tion 
• y^r- 

/./r = 0.2 , 

leading to: 

= O C = AO (ajrrf /rso. 
Now a first approximation for M can be made by assuming that: 

/4TY ^ /~<T Y *   _   ^ 

//* \Ab/ /?A ( Ac/ (*<c/ <3,c \Po = /. 
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Therefore 
/ /A / \K £ 

M* ~ iryAj) /7<* = (p'7°°) 0.007Y4 =- 0.00 2*6. 

Nov an approximate mean Mach Number is: 

/?// = + Mp) = /A Co. 007*6 + 0,003* o) 
'*/ - o.oo sirs » ^ 

—|rry = /.ao/rsr- 

Ml 
vhich gives 

* /*(*<,->- -<i)= /+ AC/fT = / 

# (f^c r J = A #=■/*■%o.oorr* «- /. oote* 9 

Ks -/£(**.+ tC)9 /- /- *>.*>*> sr* « <£> . 

ft)’ *t (fe)‘ ■ I 

implies that : 
te)'- / • 

Therefore a second approximation for M can he found from Eq. 13(e) s 
Ast *" /A { 

Ms /AT 

Me* (A> 

(*)<**- ] ^ — A /cf /% /^f>) //***) / , \V - /_ \a 
^<_j (Pc A 
MJ &ocw. 

-%f+ HUAU^l--&^0fz^(^4o-^)^ 

Ms _ 
= O. A7/ 

/%* = /AA = (*>.9//) 0.007Y* 

// 

/£ = O.003S-/ . 
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Therefore 
=</ ® ^ /%* / = / + <4 (0.003$-/) = / 00//7 f 

and,  

/*ei ® ^ /%* y) - ^ (o.0O7¥<+ 0.003$-/) = 0.00^7 ' 
leading to 

—7 /, !/ A*2" /, 0.00 S'? * 
<s * /»*■ /$ /!£r = /V5 “ /.ocp/rz^ 

&cs * / * #^ = / ^ ^(e.oosrs) = / oo?/y, 

^S
s /- = / - <2. 00$-??- = O. ???70 , 

all of which are practically the same as for the first approxima¬ 

tion. Wow Eq. 13(e) can be solved by taking the following arithmetic 

mean value 

O. 7^0 . 

Making this substitution in Eq. 13(e), the Mach Number at (S) can be 

found: 

/ At /7c 

JL 
/)(/. 0.00(p 70O) /,0(£^007)0. Jfo 

X? ((*n S'y 

/fs — tfc = (o. 970) <0.00777 = <0.00370, 

which is the same as the second approximation. 

Therefore 

1.00117. 
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The total pressure at (S) can now he found using Eq. 3(c): 

^ = (aur)f?:<r - />s/tr. 

Now Eq. 2(c) gives: 

= -@°s =s. -A GO/*'3 — / o&oo y 
^<s / oo // 7 

Therefore, Ts = <9S 7^ - /.ooo(rfo) = S'? O ° ft , 

Tcs - 7^ - 6^ -<ry) =\(/J /.eo/]<r¥c 
Tos = °/f. 

The static pressure is given hy Eq. 2(h):, 
/>r - <<* - Vt.o CAeo/rtf**- = Ar.fvsA. 

The Reynolds Number is [Eq. 8(h)]: 

Re 
s 

HEJLT ! ^ ^c. r> 

Je* + i / + 4 < 

Re 
s 

ZzZZZ 
/ /*-/ 

/ A g.rvr 

Res = 635. 

Therefore, the values at (S) are: 

■ 
0 

A
s - Ap» 0.0^90 ft

2 

G 
s 

lh 
G « 0.0450 —a- 
x sec-ft' 

^cs A>
CBI a /c _ 0.548 

D ” D. ~ 2 tan d - 2 tan 5J 

st r 
3.15 
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MS -AJ- A .00351 - 0.0592 

= 1.00117 

T = 54O°R 
s 

To - 5^0.5°R 
s 

0=1 
s 

Oo = 1.0012 
s 

Pg = 45.8 psfa 

Po = 46.0 psfa 
s 

Reg = 635* 
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Flow in the Choking Region: (l) Determination of Quantities at (*): 

As previously mentioned, the flow must he choked at some section be¬ 

tween the test section and the exhaust tank, otherwise the pressure increase 

that occurs in the tank as the mass flow enters will prevent roalntalnance 

of steady test section conditions during a test run. This problem will 

correspond more closely to the physical problem if the flow is choked in 

a constricted section between section (s) and the exhaust pipe; since, 

in the corresponding physical problem a valve (having a constricted cross- 

sectional area) is located in this region. Therefore, once the flow 

has been smoothed, [at section (S)], it will be accelerated to sonic 

velocity at the choking section (*) and then decelerated to the valve 

outlet section (V), [which has the same area at the test section (T), 

smoothing section (S), and the exhaust pipe). Actually, at any time be¬ 

tween the start of a test run and the instant at which pressure in the ex¬ 

haust tank reaches the "critical back pressure", the flow will be choked, 

but will continue to accelerate (thus becoming supersonic) upon leaving 

the choking section and then shock somewhere downstream in order to reach 

the existing instantaneous back pressure. However, this can be thought 

of as the means by which the flow adjusts to the pressure boundary condi¬ 

tion in the exhaust tank, and since the calculations in this problem are 

for the limiting case anyway, (in order to determine the length of a test 

run among other things), the problem is analyzed as if choking was on the 

verge of breaking down. Therefore, subsonic flow is assumed to exist at 

all points downstream from the choking section (*). 

In the region between section (S) and the choking section (*) the 

flow is assumed to be isentropic; adiabatic because the difference be¬ 

tween the total temperature of the flow and the wall temperature is 
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initially so small (To - T -c 1°R) and "because the region is quite short; 
8 W 

reversible, since the design of a converging passage for subsonic flov is 

not too crucial, provided the area changes continuously, (a condition met 

in this problem). In the region between the choking section (*) (the 

valve constriction) and the valve outlet (V), the most conservative 

assumption is made: that the pressure remains constant (i.e., that the 

increase in kinetic energy when the flow was accelerated to choking is 

entirely dissipated through turbulence and wall friction). Since this 

region is also quite short, the flow is assumed adiabatic. As mentioned 

before, the pressure in the exhaust tank is considered constant at the 

"critical back pressure" throughout the problem, therefore, the flow is 

considered to be entirely subsonic in this region [i.e., from (*) to 

The isentropic assumption immediately implies that [Eq. 2(m)]: 

Po„ = Po * 46.0 psfa * s , 

and To„ - To - 5^0.5°F. 
* 8 

Since the flow is choked (by design), the Mach Humber is unity: 

M* - M* - 1. 

Therefore, by Ecu 2(c). 

The choking area is given by Eq. 3(b), (remembering that the flow is 

isentropic): . 

(V)]. 

Eq. 2(h) gives the static pressure: 

/£ _ /£ (o.om) /oro 
? *<? ? (/.0O//7J3- 
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°r /A / \ 

A* ~ v/As) As *■ (o./oro) &,OY?O= o.oos'/r A* 
which gives   

Z>+ ~ /# A* ' - (0.00s;r) = 0.0 t/o ft.(c 0.77? U) 
Also, the mass flow density is 

= -j^Cs = O.OY^O = <3. - 

Finally, the Reynolds Number is given by Eq. 8(a): 

& _ C. p. a. vz r(i>. OF/O)  

* Bp^zjs-rr 7.6t (/<■'-*) !**%*, */ 
Therefore, the values in the choking section (*) are: 

F = J?0 

He, 

M„ 

= 2060 

= 1 

“ V3 

A*Ap » 0.1050 

A# = 0.00515 

D* = 0.0810 ft. (= 0.973 in.) 

G = 0.428 lh /sec-ft2 

T# = 405°R 

To* = 540°R 

P* =22.4 psfa 

Po* =46.0 psfa. 

Flow in the Choking Region: (2) Petermination of Quantities at the 

Valve Outlet (V)- 

Since the area at (v) is equal to the test section area, the area at 

(S), and the exhaust pipe area (by design), the mass flow density is 

known: 

Ay = AT = 0.0490 ft
2 

G = G_ = 0.0450 lb /sec-ft2 

v T m' 

The assumption of constant static pressure gives: 

Py = P* = 22.4 psfa. 
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and the adiabatic assumption gives: 

To = To = 540°R. 
v * 

Eq. 3(c) can then be used to find M^: 

//C Py 
& °y(zy ?) Js~9o 

A*. Y 

py - <£>.MYt. 

Letting cKy = / gives A7y'- O./ZY? 

or My' - (0. O/rtO, 
leading to 

=<; = /+xrf'= /* = /.oos-z . 
Correcting M : 

/// (*<y") = (o./zYr)* = <0.0/s'so 

M* — S.O/S’6 0 _ 
' 4/ // = <0. O/STO . 

<*" /.oa<rz 
Therefore, 

/% = lo. o/s's'O \ — o./z^S' 
and ^ 

=<v = / / /, /1„l = // = /oo-r/y . 
The static temperature can be found [Eq* 2(c)]: 

7; = = WO/tooir = r3? 'VP. 

The total pressure is given by Eq, 2(h): 

/°<v = = uy (/.OOr/7) * ~ £J.7^sA. 
Finally, the Reynolds Number is [Eq. 8(b)]: 

/p« = /wy R* - tAy-J S3S- 
v 4 &v -h I s / S27S-YO 1-f 

Therefore, the values at (V) axe: 

M » /M 
2
 = /0.01550*- 0.1245, 

- 1.00517 

Ay = 0.0490 ft
2 

G ■ 0.0450 lb /sec-ft2 
v ' w 
Ty = 537°R 

To ■ 540°R 
v x 

P = 22.4 psfa. 
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Po^ = 22.7 psfa 

Re = 635. 
y 

Flov in the Exhaust Pipe: Determination of Quantities in the Exhaust 

Pipe Exit (E)- 

In this region, isothermal flow is assumed in a constant area, cir¬ 

cular duct of 100 diameters length. The isothermal assumption is made 

to facilitate the analysis, and is "based on the fact that for Mach 

Numbers below / J/j^ ( — J3/^ — 0,77^ ) , friction tends 

to increase the static temperature while heat subtraction tends to de¬ 

crease it [Eq. 2(l)]. Therefore, as the temperature increases due to 

friction, a temperature differential is established causing heat to be 

transferred to the wall (i.e., </71 <. <2 ): This, in turn, lowers the 

temperature. 

The offsetting effects of friction and heat transfer thus suppress 

errors in the isothermal assumption. It is further assumed that the 

flow is now laminar, since the Reynolds Numbers is constant [by Eq. 8(a), 

dA = dT = 0] and well within the laminar region (Re = Rev = 635)# and 

since this region is sufficiently far removed from the normal shock in the 

diffuser throat that the shock induced turbulence has probably disappeared. 

Since the flow is assumed laminar, the friction factor can be found by 

the familiar relationship [Eq. 10(d)] 7 

64 64 
yE Re 

vE 635 
= 0.1008. 

Eq. l4(d) can now be used to find the Mach Number in the pipe exit. 

For a first approximation 

-1 f- - // 
/7. 

*' 
/V/ 

neglect the logarithmic term: 

 L % (<£>j00f) too = 5"// . o/rro 
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2* 
Correcting Mg * 

/ ^ / 

f?*' 
+ k J?™ 

/ 
Mj- 

S'O. 7 *7 

r// ^ Jh^a/s-cojsr/./] 

or,  f 

/£ = J J4*.7 = jo. <0 / ?70 = £>.//<? J 

Therefore, the total temperature can he found [Eq. 2(c)], remembering 

the isothermal assumption: 

- T°..r. 4- «< — // = /y 0-0/9z= /oofs? 
TY Tr * ' 

1 3 
vhich gives 

To* = Ty = 537 (1.00657) » 54l°R. 

For isothermal flow in a constant area duct, Eq. 3(c) gives the static 

pressure: 

M 

» 22-'t - 19.87 Mg “v 0.1403 

The total pressure can now be found from Eq. 2(h) 

5/2 = 19.87 (1.OO657)^/2 Po„ = P_ 
E E E 

20.2 psfa. 

Therefore, the values at the pipe exit (E) are: 

Mg =f^= /o.01970 = 0.1403 

=^g = 1.00657 

Aj. = Aj, «* 0.0490 ft2 

Gg = GT = 0.0450 lbm/sec-ft
2 

TE = 537 °R (= 77°F) 

TOE = 54l°R 

PE = 19.87 psfa. 

PoE =20.2 psfa. 

ReE = 635. 
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Flov into the Exhaust Tank: Determination of Quantities at (B) - 

In the physical problem, the exhaust tank is a spherical shell (about 

12 feet in diameter) which is pumped out to a high vacuum before each 

test run. In this portion of the analysis: (l) the initial pressure in 

the tank is neglected., being very small compared to the critical back 

pressure; (2) the tank is assumed to be perfectly insulated; and (3) the 

conservative assumption is made: that none of the kinetic energy of 

the flow in the pipe exit is recovered as static pressure as the flow 

decelerates to zero velocity in the tank. Therefore the critical back 

pressure (Pg = Pog) is equal to the exit static pressure: 

P0B = 

ture in the tank: 

E, = P„ = 19.87 psfa. The adiabatic assumption gives the tempera- 

^ = Tcfc » TOE - 5hl°Z (= 8l“F). 

The running time (tQ) can now be calculated as follows: from the 

equation of state [Eq. 1(a)] (assuming thfe initial tank pressure to be 

zero), 

*5 

/ = Pn V = 

uPT, 
/?.?7 % fr*)3 = 
Ofrv) rv/ 

The overall total pressure ratio is: 

P * =• Pa 
B 

/?. ?7 <o.33 r 

3?. 0 

ii.rz . 
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DISCUSSION 

In this problem, (specifically, in the cooling region), the von Karman 

Modification of the Prandtl Analogy is used to relate the Stanton Number 

( heat transfer coefficient) to the Reynolds Number, and the von Karman- 

Nikuradse Formula is employed to find the friction factor as a function 

of the Reynolds Number. This leads to the result that, in the absence 

of body forces, external drag forces, or mass injection (or rejection), 

the total pressure cannot increase. This result is obvious in the case 

of heat addition, but is surprising in this problem since Eq. 2(k) 

suggests that for a sufficiently large heat loss rate such as that en¬ 

countered in the region immediately behind the normal shock, the heat 

transfer effect on total pressure might overcome the frictional effect. 

However, a comparison of Eq. 12(a) and Eq. 2(m) shows that for heat 

losses (dTo<0), the total pressure can increase only if: 

—H— < / 
H-S 77-7L 

or 

< 

where 

To ~~ T*, 
T. 

To ^ 7^ . 
For a Prandtl Number of 2/3, and for the range of Reynolds Numbers en¬ 

countered in this problem (90-< Re <■ 650). Moreover, Eq. 12(c) shows 

that as the difference between the total temperature and the wall tem¬ 

perature becomes very small, the total pressure begins decreasing 

drastically. Therefore, no optimum value for the total temperature exists. 
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APPENDIX 

1. Simple Kinetic Theory- 

The conditions of simple kinetic theory are tabulated in the General 

Assumptions. The results of simple kinetic theory are: 

(a) P = f FT 

(b) u = 3/2 RT 

(c) h = u + p/p = 5/2 RT 

(d) cy = 3/2 R 

(e) cp = 5/2 R 

(f) k = cp/cy = 5/3 

(s) /< = B/"T^ B constant 

(h) \ = 5/2 cy/< 

(i) Pr cp/A = Acp/5/2 cy/r - 2/5 k = 2/3 

2. One-Dimensional Flow Equations- 

These flow equations are derived for the special case of one-dimen¬ 

sional, steady, continum flow of a constant molecular weight gas which 

satisfies the conditions of the Perfect Gas Law. Also, no consideration 

is given to: external work, chemical reaction, phase changes, or mass in¬ 

jection. Since the development of these equations closely follows that 

of Shapiro [Ref. 15], only the final form of each equation will be presented 

in most cases. Where a second form appears, the equation has been evaluated 

for: k = 5/3. 

(a) Equation of State: P = f RT 

(b) Continuity Equation:*^ = £ A sS - constant 

(c) Energy Equation (First law): 

— of" W — a//}a — /} e/ /*£) 
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where , \ 

A0 = A + (~x/*) * « + !/e 
leading to , M - 

<=< 4 T./T = // -/■*&- 
(d) Second Law: . . , , . 

</* - r£L ^ (W-ow 
(e) Combination of First and Second Laws: 

+ V^/Z 
X 

3 

T Js = c/A - 'Fje = <✓7-- 

Xs. = .£_*£ = _^iz: _ A=iZ£- r T 

(f) Polytropic Equation (Equation of state for isentropic processes): 
Js = o - LA AL 
,' ~r A r 

AT = k-l AL¬ 
T' Mr 

> k-t j , 
<y- = C&tosjartT ^ s~ ( 

leading to - constant, and k-i - constant . 

(g) Local Acoustic Velocity (Velocity of propagation of an infinitesimal 
disturbance in an Ideal Gas): 

cx
 « 

<YF_ 

K > 
> (Const. <?k) _ 

Vr *o J e — C&n SI1, k (° 
k-/ 

A ~ k % - k RT . 

(h) Dimensionless Pressure Ratio: 

f - = /5-j ^ 
y- 

= «< = (W 
Momentum Equation: 

T A + TJA - (r+ -t a/A)- L (wr) Jx ~ co Cir t JAT) - u>/v~ 

ALL = -JUT 
F x Ar 

-h 

(i) 

(j) 

AT = -±/£* 
P Z V T 

Influence Coefficients: 

AT , ALL ■h / 

AZlJ ^ 
F7X r {-2 -AA +. 0 AL + kUV 

~< - r°/r * J+ hzfH* = / +/* 

A - / + k/7*' = / i- Ti A7X ^ 

r - 



'» if - --V-'te ' f^) 

m JLL^ (k-/)/72 */A . (/-JkT7z)°< tin _ M-/J/A/ dx K J r r A r To r z> 

Alternate Expressions for Entropy Differential: 

(m) -d.?. = J7° — U -/ dA. C/> To k To 

(n) -^ = JT i- f JjL. 
Cj> cp Y *■ P 

Normal Shock Relations: 

(o) ~ (k-/) A __ /%• t .? 
' S~/%X ~ / 

fa 

'x'tlt 
(k+/)A?A 

k 
k-l k+/ 

UinA-a-/)\ 

TTT 

(P) /A*- 
Tc K/M* 

y/?/1 r y 1 

Normal Shock Relations for an Infinite Mach Number: 
x 

(4) (/V,1) - -^hc z r/?/ 

44*1 _ A 
(M- 
( Ark„ 

* 

A '/t» 

sr 

(A. 
A 

= A ox 

Mr Ac 

(tl 

w ai 

(A/«
Z
+I )

%
 /? 

M 

/ A7d & fa/?dJA 

V'VA KA/% 

/< A7« 
? *<« 

/* Afu 

- o. 700. 
fluT 

3. Alternate Expressions ofContinuity Equation-- 

(a) ^ = GA = TJJrr = pT 

(b) .45 = jxlfST (s<l)x I^Jzt « 
/4 OJ I To ^ -< / /* ft* 

A T7 _ // 
/?**** ? -<* 
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(c) AJ /3T « TA/7 = PArtF? = ^» ,4/7 = />/?/? _ 7 />>J* 
/A^c /T’ /7T T^Tpr o<VTT // /7T 

4. Adiabatic Wall (Recovery) Temperature— 

The adiabatic wall temperature (T ) is defined as the temperature 
aw 

at the wall of a perfectly insulated pipe in which fluid is flowing under 

steady conditions. 

In the analysis, the total temperature will be used in place of the 

adiabatic wall temperature wherever low Mach Numbers occur, specifically 

in the cooling region immediately behind the shock [(D) to (C)]. The 

error incurred in such a substitution is tolerable, as shown below. 

(a) By definition 
r 4 ~ T _ TaVr ~ / 

" " TO/T ~ / , , ra - r 
(b) Therefore 

Z^~ = /+ r 
Error = JZL_Z_ZLii — 7~~ (/ /• ^s^/7 *) — (/+ r- 77 

Taw T ( / + r- 

Error < (/- // x = /y* 

FromApp. 5, ^ - (tPr)'
A = (x/2)* ~ A ?7¥ 

and for /? * < = /r 7 

(c) Error < (/-£,?7%) (%)(/*) = <O.FV<^Z. 

5. Transport Property Evaluation Temperature— 

Eckert's empirical formula for the temperature at which transport 

properties should be evaluated [Ref. 6] gives 

(a) Zr = y*(Tr Tw) i-O.ZZr = £ -r o.iz T 
where r, the recovery factor, =• ■ T** ~~ 7~ 

71 — T 

However, at low Mach Numbers, the error involed in using the arithmetic 

mean film temperature (T ) in place of Eckert's suggested temperature 
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(Tg) is quite small. For example, assuming ^ 

Das shown in The Analysis, the Mach Number immediately "behind the normal 

shock Mp equals > after which the flow decelerates to section 

(S3, and taking r = (Pr) '^ = (%) ^ = O, ? 7 P 

for fully developed turbulent flow [Ref. 4]. 

Therefore: 

Error = T£ ~ ^ ^ ^ Q.2Z (o. ? 7 ?)(%)(%) T 

T£r T£ (a.r)r 

(b) Error <2.5Gf>. 

6. Viscoslty- 

From the results of simple kinetic theory 

(a) JA = B /Xj . 

As shown in the preceding paragraph, T^ is the arithmetic mean tempera¬ 

ture, X (j~+ Tw). 

The constant B was evaluated by taking the viscosity at the highest tem¬ 

perature for helium (T = 1000°C = 2291°R) in the Project SQUID Technical 

Report 37 [Ref. 10]. 

The constant was thus determined to be: 

(b) B = 7 6? /?~7 

This value checked out very closely at the lower temperature listed 

in the same report. 

7. Annular Relations— 

(a) / = n/b. , 

<*> Dannulus " 0' *) * 

(c) 

(d) 

A - = A - A = 
annulus o i 

A/U s 

(1 -iz) 
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8. Reynolds Number-- 

(a) 7?p_ ± = -G-?>— = / - [ } n y 7 B JWG l& + r 
In regions where the cross-section is either circular or annular, and 

where either DQ (if annular) or D (if circular) is equal to the test sec¬ 

tion diameter (D^) [see Illus.] another form can be used. Such a formula 

(derived below) can be used in regions of circular cross-section by letting 

equal zero. Now in an annular region having an outside annular diame¬ 

ter the same as the test section diameter, 

<?r Ar - s 6J = GA= CA»(/-S*J = G A-r (/-/*) 

and Z> - (/-*) = Z>r (/-*) . 

Therefore, p _ (TT A T BT C / J ) / 

00 
AT (I-£ KJ\ Bjrw/z f&TT 

L  
BJTW/Z. /+ / i& + r 

(c) - CO / / 
7rz>r B{Tyy/z: 

9. von Karman Modification of Prandtl Analogy— 

For turbulent forced convection inside tubes, taking into account 

the effect of a buffer zone between the laminar sub-layer and the turbu¬ 

lent region, von Karman presents the following equation relating the 

Nusselt, Prandtl, and Reynolds Numbers [Ref. 8], 

A/° ± =  <9. 03   

This can be expressed in terms of the Stanton Number as: 
4 // 0 = A/,J  <g. Q1 ?€ (&*)'"+  

(Vc, /Pe /+(#*)’% U7>r-0+4~l/+ 
which becomes, upon substitution of Pr = 2/3, 

0,0396 fee)’* 
/-o. t<r ?(?*)-y? 

The meaning of the subscript (o) will be explained where appropriate 

00 5-° = 

in The Analysis. 



10. Friction Factor-- 

I. Turbulent Flow- 

von Karman-Nikuradse Formula 

This formula is given in Ref. 15 [from Ref.'s 9 and 14] as: 

(a) 

(*) 

(c) 

= -a? i- * IT) 
It' becomes more useful after it has been re-arranged as shown: 

J~, U/jr) = fct JT") 

r = 
jr” 
/./r 

The last equation will be used to determine the friction factor 

(by iteration) when the Reynolds Number is known and will be employed 

even for the low Reynolds Numbers encountered in this problem [Ref. l]. 

II. Laminar flow: 

In the case of fully developed, isothermal, laminar flow, the parabolic 

velocity profile leads to an exact analytical solution for the friction 

factor in terms of the Reynolds Number [Ref. 4]. 

The resulting relationship is: 

64 
(d) f = 

Re 

11. Heat Balance— 

From the First Law, O 
A /■ = d A o ~ Cp 7~o 

OO 4 = OO = e cr ctK = H(W?)JX(T„-Z,J 

From App. 4, 7^ ~ ?and assuming the wall temperature( 7~w) to be 

constant, 
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(a) jr. = -Y s(n-Tw) 
(t,) d To — J Oo — g/ ~f) = — Y s * 

7Z-T„ Qo-/ (9*-/ 25 

From 11(b), assuming the circular diameter or the outside annular diameter 

is equal to the test section diameter, constant area implies that i is 

constant. For this case, 

<*> J- ~r 3« tV- /. 
For the case of an annular passage where the outside annular diameter is 

constant and equal to the test section diameter, and where 

/=/,(/- */j?) — 0 ~ *) , Eq* becomes: 

at (Q*-I ) _ _ u ST2 /J,*) g/ f/~ /, (/- *)] 
1, Ur/ 

Since this case is met only in the smoothing region [(C) to (S)] of The 

Analysis, the subscript will be altered now: integrating, 

= - Y -s“- ©o CL f Sc 
Now, from the configuration [IllusJ: 

/ /X, 
2>s) 

_ Co 

(d) Therefore 

JU, <9o*~/ 

~ /   

* 

= 

where 0 is the semi-cone 
angle of the "plug". 

or, 
/-S< 

(co* t) u (Y-sz) 
(cat &) 

©>o c ~ / 
12. Approximate Method for Low Mach Numbers and No Area Change- 
From Eq. 2(k), 

*/?* = -_kjf /JJL y_ f ) 
fo > v To y • 

Eliminating m with the aid of Eq. ll(a) and converting to the non- 

dimensional total temperature : 

(a) = 1JJL* [/- JL 1 ^ 1 ' A A V 9S «.-/J «. 



^7 

Now, using Eq. 3(c) to eliminate M and non-dimensionalize Po, 

■ t *:/£;<'*.)•{,- 
1 

and therefore, 

Now, ^ ' A °< - . 

~<Y=(/*- 4-) = 0+ y•••) 

/- ' vs- 

(0O-/JJ Qt 

:h)\ 

which suggests that for low Mach Numbers the error in A Po will be 

¥ 
small if we assume o< to be constant at some mean value. Also since 

til 
S varies approximately with the (•£■) power of the Reynolds Number and 

f 
since jjg* varies only slightly with the Reynolds Number, it is 

assumed that f and S are constant at suitably chosen mean values. With 

these assumptions, the right side of Ed. 12(a) can now be integrated 

as shown below: 

f QOf &o / 

(?f M. 1 rX 
f\L‘ WL 

J (&.-/) 

(c) /- 0 - 0 0fpr c°-r} 
Following Shapiro [Ref. 15], the arithmetic mean for 0) is used in evalua¬ 

ting the equation, giving 

(d) /-&/ = 0 

The assignment of mean values to f and S will be taken up where appro- 

/ 

priate in The Analysis. Once ©^ has been selected, <=<^ has been guessed 

f 
and has been evaluated, Po^ can be calculated from the last 

2 
equation. From this result, Eq. 3(c) can be used to determine M0 : 

(e) = «<■ / \ Y 0, /K, 
&<, A 

/V, 



kQ 

Now <=<g can be corrected and the calculations carried through again, 

until convergence is obtained. 

13. Approximate Method for Low Mach Numbers— 

From Eq. 2(j), 

where: o< A 77^ = /-h/y * 

A ± /+%/?* 
Y = /-/?* . 

Eliminating M^ from the friction term with the aid of Eq. 3(c), and 

applying the equation to the smoothing region [(C) to (S)]: 

+ *S/?/($(£/&)' 4" • 

From the configuration that has been adopted, 
A* = 4SO= A^O-JV1, 
T> = 2>a O-J) = C/-s) . 

Assuming a linear relationship, 

/ = /c (/ ~ J = Jc (/ - z) 
and from App. 11 

cot t = -£-(&)■ 
Using these facts, the last equations can now be re-written: 

(v) Y f J/Y __ _ 0 f 4/A f. 7f f L. /r /c: /7c /Ac ) „ 

/%. t 

IM faH 
jy*c.V c. 

J/ 

where mean values are indicated by bars. 

The remaining integral can be evaluated as follows: 
rK ji _ f‘‘ y/ 

JO-iTO-f) J,(/-s)‘O+0* 



/ /W-sy * + JTaT)*Tchjj* + 7<o7I^J* 

A 
Jl 

'(/-J*)*(/-J) 

A 

J- 
rO-J)* 9C/-0 

 ^ r 7* ^ I FOTTJ /< ^ /-; 

ic 

f J£ 
J(/-s')'C ZF1J ± + / 

H ^ YZFJJ1 * 90 
1  
7-Jc) rOtSc) /* /-it J 

In this problem, = /D = Jj - (Ay&r)^1 = // ~ 6. 

leading to: / - 0.548 . 
c 

Therefore: 
ic ^O.s-yp 

f JS 
J(/-*JJ*0-s) 

/ L / 
y TQ-osvr)*- *f(t-o.s-Yt) zQ+o .rye) jr i-o.r*/? J 

X-o.rHt 
<n 

(/-i1)*- (/-1) 
= 1.066 

Substituting back into the last equation: 
v* /• \ <V=; 

(e) " v 

su* \AJ (e.J J 2(O«*J{AT/ r 
C *W 

l4. Isothermal Flow in a Constant Area Duct- 

from Eq. 2(i), 

(a) -dL+ -LUi/^r+^t fM.) -o 
F Z i. T f7 T T 2> / ? 

where dT = 0 because the flow is isothermal. Due to this fact, plus 

the fact that the area is constant, Eq. 3(c) takes this form 

(*) 

(c) 

/RT7 

G = constant = P M 

so that the logarithmic differentiation yields 

Jr - _ _L Jr?x 

r * /?* 
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C!viV\a+4 •t-ii’H nrf ^n+rt T?n 1 ll/ o \ 

which leads to: X 

Since the duct area is constant and the flow is isothermal, the Reynolds 

Number will he constant [Eq. 7(a)]. Assuming that the flow is laminar, 

the friction factor is related to the Reynolds Number by the familiar ex¬ 

pression [Eq. 10(d)] 

f = 
Re 

and therefore the friction factor will be constant. Performing the in¬ 

tegration: 

(d) / 
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